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Rsa 2020 conference

A time comes in the information worker's career when his boss's fatherhood even a few bucks (or not) to send you to a conference in another city to swap business cards with their peers and expenses meals (or not.) two high-profile conferences related to upcoming technology: South West Interactive in Austin, Texas (see me stutter speech or just come say hello), and O'Reilly's
Conference of Emerging Technology (Merlin and Danny do Life Hack live! Unless you've beamed to San Diego!) in anticipation, here are some tips for laptops carrying conference goers. Before departure: Presenters: Wednesday, May 22, 2019 to Thursday, May 23, 2019 Location: Chicago, Illinois, This conference seeks to engage university and college leaders in lively
discussions on strategies, resources and tools to enhance the integrity of research for current and future scientists, and scientists in institutions across the country. Sponsors: Northwestern University, Council of Graduate Schools Tuesday, September 25, 2018 to Wednesday, September 26, 2018 Registration is open for Vanderbilt Links' Third Growing Integrity Research Together
(GRIT) Conference, September 25-26, 10a.m.-4p (Central U.S. Daylight Saving Time), partly placed under grant from the U.S. Department of Health and the Office of Human Services of Integrity Research ORIIR160029. Friday, September 7, 2018 to Friday, September 7, 2018 OHRP Exploratory Workshop is a new initiative to provide a forum for intellectual exchange within the
research community on important issues related to the protection of human subjects. The workshop will bring together experts from a variety of perspectives to discuss the challenges of informed consent and innovative ways to address them. We expect that the panel discussions will be limited to the invited speakers and coordinators. Live broadcast on Friday, September 7, 2018,
8:00am.m- 4:45 p.m.m. View EDT event at: (no registration required! international viewing was supported.) (Livestream view is encouraged due to space restriction.) Basis sessions for meaningful informed approval provide effective information to facilitate high-quality decision-making pragmatic clinical trials (PCT) – challenges and innovations in obtaining informed approval of the
Research Delivery Room and challenges facing informed approval close: Moderatos additional dashboard available on the workshop web page Work in: this event is sponsored by Indiana University and Purdue University.This conference is an initiative to support RIO's positions, support Rio, and RCR teachers to better understand plagiarism from a cultural perspective, while
discovering innovative approaches to studying and addressing plagiarism claims in research both proactively and interactively. Goal The conference aims to provide an interactive discussion that will broaden understanding of cultural variables that may contribute to plagiarism in research and provide practical tools and resources in dealing with allegations of plagiarism by research
integrity officers. The conference is held through the support of the Office of Research Integrity Grant (ORI) (#ORIIR170031-01-00). There is no cost to attend the Conference; registration is free. REGISTER NOW Tu., Tuesday, September 12, 2017 to Wednesday, September 13, 2017 Location: La Jolla, CaliforniaThth sponsored by the University of California - San Diego.The
purpose of a two-day trainer training workshop is to help new or inexperienced responsible behavior trainers for Research (RCR) to develop and implement best practices in RCR education. The course providers are Experienced RCR trainers and researchers who will provide outstanding topics, lead active discussions and exercises, identify useful resources (case studies, short
writing tasks, etc.) for a basic understanding of RCR and the tools needed to teach RCR successful. In particular, the focus will be on the most effective learning approaches for adult learners. Four substantive sessions (data; misconduct; collaboration; publishing and author) will demonstrate effective teaching methods and demonstrate positive and negative practices in
conducting research. In addition, three sessions (teaching, evaluation and RCR management) will enter structural, practical, tactical, and strategic aspects of RCR instructions. REGISTER NOW Monday, August 7, 2017 to Wednesday, August 9, 2017Location of George Washington University Cloyd Heck Marvin800 St. NW, Washington, DC.Co sponsored by George Washington
University (GWU) and General Responsibility for Medicine and Research (PRIM&amp;R). The aim of the Research Excellence Research Conference series is to feed the knowledge exchange between all parties involved in promoting responsible conduct for scientific research and integrity, from scientists to teachers, administrators, government officials, magazine editors, science
publishers and lawyers. True to this ambition, the theme of the 2017 Conference is to break the silos. The conference will focus on five topics from the perspective of different stakeholders. These include research misconduct, responsible research, legal implications of research misconduct, scientific publications and open science. Each of these topics will be the focus of a 90-
minute plenary session chaired by a panel of world-renowned experts. Participants were given the opportunity to discuss comprehensive topics in small multidisciplinary groups. Thursday, June 22, 2017 to Friday, June 23, 2017 Location: Arlington, Virginia sponsored by George Mason University The Society of International Research Directors (SRA) of George Mason University
and SRA holds a two-day research integrity workshop (RIM) that provides research integrity leadership training to management leaders and results in the development of a guidance document and other resources for research managers. The course curriculum will address the core content of the Regional Scientific Research Organization and explore the complex roles of grant
managers, research topic committee managers, research integrity and compliance officers, and how they are linked to support and protect the research institution. For more information about the meeting, visit the conference website: . * This conference is funded through a grant from the Office of Research Integrity, Grant #ORIIR160026. Thursday, May 25, 2017 to Friday, May
26, 2017 Location: South Portland, MEFUNDED by ORI Grant, Research Integrity and Compliance Symposium is a two-day event with focused workshops and public sessions on developing or improving compliance and understanding of regulations affecting companies and academic institutions today. From newcomers to the field to experts there is always something new to
learn at the symposium.  Monday, February 20, 2017 to Wednesday, February 22, 2017 Website: Hong Kong co-hosts a 2017 APRI Network Meeting by the University of Hong Kong and the University of California at San Diego, and is partly funded by ORI (Grant #: ORIIR/60025).  The meeting aims to raise awareness, understanding and multinational opportunities for
cooperation, and to establish a strong and sustainable international partnership that will enhance the long-term integrity of research among Pacific rim countries in Asia and the Pacific.   Wednesday, July 20, 2016 to Friday, July 22, 2016 Location: Fort Collins, COSONSORED by Colorado State University funded by the ORI Grant, Colorado State University holds a conference
bringing together researchers, magazine editors, universities, research integrity officers, and those from ORI, NSF, and surveillance groups to discuss how to identify fraudulent submissions, whistle-bis, whistle-blowing, liability and ethics, withdrawal notices, and relevant forensic tools. For more information about the meeting, visit the conference's website: This conference is
funded by a grant from the Office of Research Integrity, Grant #ORIIR150014. Conference planning may seem an overwhelming task. Forgotten details could lead to a loss of revenue or a disappointing event that could jeopardize future conferences. Consider the conferences i attended and what made all noticeable or oblivion. Use your industry network to collect advice, no, no
and no pitfalls from those who regularly plan conferences. Start planning to the fullest Possible progress. When setting the conference date, avoid choosing holidays when your audience isn't working. Also check for other conferences in the industry and avoid scheduling you close to others. One exception is scheduling your conference directly before or after another industry
conference in the same city or nearby, making it easy for people to attend each other. Announce your appointment as early as possible so attendees can fit it into their schedules - preferably one year in advance. Choose a location suitable for most attendees to reach. Make sure there are a selection of flights in and out of the area and that they are not expensive. Consider the
weather, the time of year and the political climate. Look for locations with all the amenities you need, including meeting rooms, a variety of guest rooms and food on site or nearby. Negotiate with several locations a year or more in advance to secure the best deal. Keep in mind the hot issues in your field and your favorite speakers when planning your sessions and workshops.
Shoot for the biggest names you can afford to attract attendees and other popular speakers. Create a logo and theme about your topics and use them in all promotional correspondence. Your budget should include all conference-related expenses. Ask others in your organization to get their previous conference budgets to work from. Determine budget items that will be passed to
attendees as part of their fees for the conference. Look for similar conferences in your field to make sure your fees are in line with what attendees expect to pay. Offer an early bird discount to encourage early registrations and another discount when companies send more than one employee. Once you set your details, announce your conference in ways your audience can't
ignore. Use colorful graphics to save a postcard or email history. Direct it to your website for more information, add banners, or transfer graphics or music to your ad. Plan on several e-mails or emails - preferably both - because the more often people see your message, the more likely they are to notice it and move. Make your first communication ad or teaser with more
information coming up. Give them more details in follow-up messages and give registration dates to emphasize the urgent need. Urgency.
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